Satisfye â€“ ZenGrip Pro Slim Bundle, Accessories Compatible with
Nintendo Switch - The Bundle includes: Grip, Slim Case. BONUS: 2
Thumbsticks Review-2021

IF YOU LOVE playing handheld mode in comfort, protecting your Switch, JoyCon and all your
gaming accessories, then do it in style with our new Pro Gaming Slim Bundle. A gamer's dream
THE SLIM CASE includes a pair of thumbpads, a slim carrying case and the Grip. This product is a
result of your awesome feedback.
TOTAL CONTROL over your gaming peripherals while traveling. Our carrying case has a flap that
protects your screen, space for multiple cartridges and controller and a protective hard exterior shell
THE INCLUDED GRIP acts as a protector for the Switch and Joy Con while it fits securely inside the
gripcase. Travel with the carry case knowing your Switch is safe and secure
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, read our reviews. We've already sold thousands via Kickstarter
and Indiegogo, so the product has already harvested great feedback. Do like the thousands of
gamers have done before you, buy the Satisfye Slim BundleRigid & High Strength Unibody Design
One step beyond any other gaming grip. Rigid, ergonomic design places your hands in the perfect
position for the Nintendo Switch. Our widely acclaimed grip distributes weight to your hands like a
traditional console controller so your fingers are free for more accurate, ergonomic control.
The small switch controllers put the burden of supporting the switch on your fingers, limiting control
and making the switch uncomfortable for adult hands. The secret to our design is its asymmetrical
layout. The bottom hooks on our design hold and secure your Nintendo Switch in place and also act
as a convenient stand to set your device down vertically. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

